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  Transportation Energy Data Book ,1984
  Windows Server 2008 Inside Out William Stanek,2008-02-27 Learn how to
conquer Windows Server 2008—from the inside out! Designed for system
administrators, this definitive resource features hundreds of timesaving
solutions, expert insights, troubleshooting tips, and workarounds for
administering Windows Server 2008—all in concise, fast-answer format. You
will learn how to perform upgrades and migrations, automate deployments,
implement security features, manage software updates and patches, administer
users and accounts, manage Active Directory directory services, and more.
With INSIDE OUT, you’ll discover the best and fastest ways to perform core
administrative tasks, with an award-winning format that makes it easy to find
exactly the tips, troubleshooting solutions, and workarounds you need. Plus,
the companion CD comes packed with a fully searchable eBook and more than 100
timesaving tools and scripts. With INSIDE OUT, you get all muscle and no
fluff! For customers who purchase an ebook version of this title,
instructions for downloading the CD files can be found in the ebook.
  Windows Server 2016 Unleashed Rand Morimoto,Jeffrey R. Shapiro,Guy
Yardeni,Omar Droubi,Andrew Abbate,Michael Noel,Chris Amaris,2017 This is the
most comprehensive and realistic guide to Windows Server 2016 planning,
design, prototyping, implementation, migration, administration, and support.
Extensively updated, it contains unsurpassed independent and objective
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coverage of Windows Server 2016's key innovations, including the cloud,
containers, and Windows 10 integration. Windows Server 2016 Unleashed
reflects the authors' extraordinary experience implementing Windows Server
2016 in large-scale environments since its earliest alpha releases, reaching
back more than two years prior to its official launch. Microsoft MVP Rand
Morimoto and his colleagues fully address every aspect of deploying and
operating Windows Server 2016, including Active Directory, networking and
core application services, security, migration from Windows Server 2003/2008,
administration, fault tolerance, optimization, troubleshooting, and much
more. Valuable for Windows professionals at all skill levels, this book will
be especially indispensable for intermediate-to-advanced level professionals
seeking expert, in-depth solutions. Every chapter contains tips, tricks, best
practices, and lessons learned from actual deployments: practical information
for using Windows Server 2016 to solve real business problems.
  Enhancing the Effectiveness of Team Science National Research
Council,Division of Behavioral and Social Sciences and Education,Board on
Behavioral, Cognitive, and Sensory Sciences,Committee on the Science of Team
Science,2015-07-15 The past half-century has witnessed a dramatic increase in
the scale and complexity of scientific research. The growing scale of science
has been accompanied by a shift toward collaborative research, referred to as
team science. Scientific research is increasingly conducted by small teams
and larger groups rather than individual investigators, but the challenges of
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collaboration can slow these teams' progress in achieving their scientific
goals. How does a team-based approach work, and how can universities and
research institutions support teams? Enhancing the Effectiveness of Team
Science synthesizes and integrates the available research to provide guidance
on assembling the science team; leadership, education and professional
development for science teams and groups. It also examines institutional and
organizational structures and policies to support science teams and
identifies areas where further research is needed to help science teams and
groups achieve their scientific and translational goals. This report offers
major public policy recommendations for science research agencies and
policymakers, as well as recommendations for individual scientists,
disciplinary associations, and research universities. Enhancing the
Effectiveness of Team Science will be of interest to university research
administrators, team science leaders, science faculty, and graduate and
postdoctoral students.
  Corporate Governance Robert A. G. Monks,Neil Minow,2003-12-19 In the wake
of the dramatic series of corporate meltdowns: Enron; Tyco; Adelphia;
WorldCom; the timely new edition of this successful text provides students
and business professionals with a welcome update of the key issues facing
managers, boards of directors, investors, and shareholders. In addition to
its authoritative overview of the history, the myth and the reality of
corporate governance, this new edition has been updated to include: analysis
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of the latest cases of corporate disaster; An overview of corporate
governance guidelines and codes of practice in developing and emerging
markets new cases: Adelphia; Arthur Andersen; Tyco Laboratories; Worldcom;
Gerstner's pay packet at IBM Once again in the new edition of their textbook,
Robert A. G. Monks and Nell Minow show clearly the role of corporate
governance in making sure the right questions are asked and the necessary
checks and balances in place to protect the long-term, sustainable value of
the enterprise. A CD-ROM containing a comprehensive case study of the Enron
collapse, complete with senate hearings and video footage, accompanies the
text. Further lecturer resources and links are available at
www.blackwellpublishing.com/monks
  Toward Sustainable Agricultural Systems in the 21st Century National
Research Council,Division on Earth and Life Studies,Board on Agriculture and
Natural Resources,Committee on Twenty-First Century Systems
Agriculture,2010-07-25 In the last 20 years, there has been a remarkable
emergence of innovations and technological advances that are generating
promising changes and opportunities for sustainable agriculture, yet at the
same time the agricultural sector worldwide faces numerous daunting
challenges. Not only is the agricultural sector expected to produce adequate
food, fiber, and feed, and contribute to biofuels to meet the needs of a
rising global population, it is expected to do so under increasingly scarce
natural resources and climate change. Growing awareness of the unintended
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impacts associated with some agricultural production practices has led to
heightened societal expectations for improved environmental, community,
labor, and animal welfare standards in agriculture. Toward Sustainable
Agricultural Systems in the 21st Century assesses the scientific evidence for
the strengths and weaknesses of different production, marketing, and policy
approaches for improving and reducing the costs and unintended consequences
of agricultural production. It discusses the principles underlying farming
systems and practices that could improve the sustainability. It also explores
how those lessons learned could be applied to agriculture in different
regional and international settings, with an emphasis on sub-Saharan Africa.
By focusing on a systems approach to improving the sustainability of U.S.
agriculture, this book can have a profound impact on the development and
implementation of sustainable farming systems. Toward Sustainable
Agricultural Systems in the 21st Century serves as a valuable resource for
policy makers, farmers, experts in food production and agribusiness, and
federal regulatory agencies.
  The Environmental Behaviour of Polonium International Atomic Energy
Agency,2018-01-31 Polonium-210 is an alpha emitting radionuclide with no
radioactive progeny and produces only very-low-intensity gamma rays at very
low abundance. This means doses largely arise from internal exposure. In
addition to the relatively high ingestion does coefficient of 210Po,
radionuclide transfer in the environment results in high activity
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concentrations in certain foods. This publication focuses on radionuclide
transfers in terrestrial, freshwater and marine environments, and provides
information on key transfer processes, concepts and models--back cover.
  Multimedia Applications, Services and Techniques - ECMAST'99 Helmut
Leopold,Narciso Garcia,1999-05-19 This book constitutes the refereed
proceedings of the 4th European Conference on Multimedia Applications,
Services and Techniques, ECMAST'99, held in Madrid, Spain in May 1999. The 37
revised full papers presented were carefully reviewed and selected from a
total of 71 submissions. The book is divided in sections on services and
applications, multimedia terminals, content creation, physical broadcast
infrastructure, multimedia over the Internet, metadata, 3D imaging, multicast
protocols, security and protection, and mobility.
  Children and Violence E. Helander,2008-09-02 This book provides a
disturbing account of the reality of child abuse. Based on data from 152
countries, Einar Helander considers the physical, societal, economic and
judicial consequences of child abuse, proposing a universal, community-based
prevention programme.
  Understanding Crime Trends National Research Council,Division of Behavioral
and Social Sciences and Education,Committee on Law and Justice,Committee on
Understanding Crime Trends,2009-01-05 Changes over time in the levels and
patterns of crime have significant consequences that affect not only the
criminal justice system but also other critical policy sectors. Yet compared
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with such areas as health status, housing, and employment, the nation lacks
timely information and comprehensive research on crime trends. Descriptive
information and explanatory research on crime trends across the nation that
are not only accurate, but also timely, are pressing needs in the nation's
crime-control efforts. In April 2007, the National Research Council held a
two-day workshop to address key substantive and methodological issues
underlying the study of crime trends and to lay the groundwork for a proposed
multiyear NRC panel study of these issues. Six papers were commissioned from
leading researchers and discussed at the workshop by experts in sociology,
criminology, law, economics, and statistics. The authors revised their papers
based on the discussants' comments, and the papers were then reviewed again
externally. The six final workshop papers are the basis of this volume, which
represents some of the most serious thinking and research on crime trends
currently available.
  Modeling Creativity Tom De Smedt,2013-02-01 Modeling Creativity (doctoral
thesis, 2013) explores how creativity can be represented using computational
approaches. Our aim is to construct computer models that exhibit creativity
in an artistic context, that is, that are capable of generating or evaluating
an artwork (visual or linguistic), an interesting new idea, a subjective
opinion. The research was conducted in 2008–2012 at the Computational
Linguistics Research Group (CLiPS, University of Antwerp) under the
supervision of Prof. Walter Daelemans. Prior research was also conducted at
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the Experimental Media Research Group (EMRG, St. Lucas University College of
Art & Design Antwerp) under the supervision of Lucas Nijs. Modeling
Creativity examines creativity in a number of different perspectives: from
its origins in nature, which is essentially blind, to humans and machines,
and from generating creative ideas to evaluating and learning their novelty
and usefulness. We will use a hands-on approach with case studies and
examples in the Python programming language.
  A Practical Guide to Ubuntu Linux Mark G. Sobell,2011 The Most Complete,
Easy-to-Follow Guide to Ubuntu Linux The #1 Ubuntu server resource, fully
updated for Ubuntu 10.4 (Lucid Lynx)-the Long Term Support (LTS) release many
companies will rely on for years! Updated JumpStarts help you set up Samba,
Apache, Mail, FTP, NIS, OpenSSH, DNS, and other complex servers in minutes
Hundreds of up-to-date examples, plus comprehensive indexes that deliver
instant access to answers you can trust Mark Sobell's A Practical Guide to
Ubuntu Linux®, Third Edition, is the most thorough and up-to-date reference
to installing, configuring, and working with Ubuntu, and also offers
comprehensive coverage of servers--critical for anybody interested in
unleashing the full power of Ubuntu. This edition has been fully updated for
Ubuntu 10.04 (Lucid Lynx), a milestone Long Term Support (LTS) release, which
Canonical will support on desktops until 2013 and on servers until 2015.
Sobell walks you through every essential feature and technique, from
installing Ubuntu to working with GNOME, Samba, exim4, Apache, DNS, NIS,
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LDAP, g ufw, firestarter, iptables, even Perl scripting. His exceptionally
clear explanations demystify everything from networking to security. You'll
find full chapters on running Ubuntu from the command line and desktop (GUI),
administrating systems, setting up networks and Internet servers, and much
more. Fully updated JumpStart sections help you get complex servers running--
often in as little as five minutes. Sobell draws on his immense Linux
knowledge to explain both the hows and the whys of Ubuntu. He's taught
hundreds of thousands of readers and never forgets what it's like to be new
to Linux. Whether you're a user, administrator, or programmer, you'll find
everything you need here--now, and for many years to come. The world's most
practical Ubuntu Linux book is now even more useful! This book delivers
Hundreds of easy-to-use Ubuntu examples Important networking coverage,
including DNS, NFS, and Cacti Coverage of crucial Ubuntu topics such as sudo
and the Upstart init daemon More detailed, usable coverage of Internet server
configuration, including Apache (Web) and exim4 (email) servers State-of-the-
art security techniques, including up-to-date firewall setup techniques using
gufw and iptables, and a full chapter on OpenSSH A complete introduction to
Perl scripting for automated administration Deeper coverage of essential
admin tasks-from managing users to CUPS printing, configuring LANs to
building a kernel Complete instructions on keeping Ubuntu systems up-to-date
using aptitude, Synaptic, and the Software Sources window And much
more...including a 500+ term glossary Includes DVD! Get the full version of
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Lucid Lynx, the latest Ubuntu LTS release!
  Recent Advances in Modeling and Simulation Tools for Communication Networks
and Services Nejat Ince,Arnold Bragg,2007-09-20 This book contains a
selection of papers presented at a symposium organized under the aegis of
COST Telecommunications Action 285. COST (European Cooperation in the field
of Scientific and Technical Research) is a framework for scientific and
technical cooperation, allowing the coordination of national research on a
European level. Action 285 sought to enhance existing tools and develop new
modeling and simulation tools.
  Forest Pathology and Plant Health Matteo Garbelotto ,Paolo
Gonthier,2018-04-13 This book is a printed edition of the Special Issue
Forest Pathology and Plant Health that was published in Forests
  Pharo by Example 5.0 StŽphane Ducasse,Dmitri Zagidulin,Nicolai
Hess,Dimitris Chloupis,
  Financial Modeling Simon Benninga,Benjamin Czaczkes,2000 Too often, finance
courses stop short of making a connection between textbook finance and the
problems of real-world business. Financial Modeling bridges this gap between
theory and practice by providing a nuts-and-bolts guide to solving common
financial problems with spreadsheets. The CD-ROM contains Excel* worksheets
and solutions to end-of-chapter exercises. 634 illustrations.
  The Hadley Circulation: Present, Past and Future Henry F. Diaz,Raymond S.
Bradley,2007-11-05 The book examines potentially important factors that may
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have affected the Hadley and Walker Circulations and evaluates changes in the
Hadley Circulation and the monsoons as simulated by coupled models of past
climate conditions, and predicted future conditions under an enhanced
greenhouse effect. This book is meant to serve as a fundamental reference
work for current and future researchers, graduate students in the atmospheric
sciences and geosciences, and climate specialists involved in
interdisciplinary research.
  Linux Quick Fix Notebook Peter Harrison,2005 This book's handy Q & A format
gives you instant access to specific answers, without ever forcing you to
wade through theory or jargon. Peter Harrison addresses virtually every
aspect of Linux administration, from software installation to security, user
management to Internet services - even advanced topics such as software RAID
and centralized LDAP authentication. Harrison's proven command-line examples
work quickly and efficiently, no matter what Linux distribution you're
using.--BOOK JACKET.
  Intellectual Property Law in Cyberspace David A. Einhorn,2017 Search
engines -- Links and frames -- Web crawlers -- Using and protecting
copyrighted works in an outline and mobile world -- Digital Milennium
Copyright Act : 20 years later -- What may be protected by copyright : unique
and specific applications of copyright Law online -- Unique online trademark
issues -- Domain name registration, maintenance and protection -- Protecting
of content in the online environment -- Patents and the internet -- Trade
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secrets online -- Personal jurisdiction and the internet -- Intellectual
property issues raised by e-mail -- The law virtual property
  IR Playbook Nicole A. Keefe,Ziv J Haskal,Auh Whan Park,John F.
Angle,2018-06-06 This textbook offers a comprehensive guide to interventional
radiology (IR) for medical students, residents, nurse practitioners,
physician assistants, and fellows. IR is constantly evolving to meet the
growing demands of patient care by applying cutting-edge technology to
minimally invasive image-guided procedures. A dynamic specialty,
interventional radiology has gained significant traction and interest in
recent years, with combined IR/DR residencies rising to meet the increasing
demand. This book addresses this growing need for a reference in IR, allowing
students to gain a solid foundation to prepare them for their careers. The
book is divided into two main sections, with many images and key point boxes
throughout that offer high-yield pearls along with the specific How To's
necessary for practice. The first section is designed to give readers an
introduction to IR, including radiation safety, commonly used devices,
patient care, and anatomy. The second portion divides into sections covering
major body areas, diseases, conditions, and interventions. These chapters
cover procedures including pathophysiology, indications for treatment, as
well as alternative treatments before delving into interventional therapy. IR
Playbook gives medical students, residents, and trainees a full perspective
of interventional radiology.
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